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Why is prevention not enough?
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Focus of this course
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Course roadmap

Introduction to intrusion detection systems
Taxonomy & Architecture
Feature extraction

Detection engines
Underground economy

Anomaly detection for reactive security
Early host IDS
Early network IDS

Payload-based approach
Embedding-based approach

Classification for reactive security
Early data mining approaches
Behavioral malware classification
Automatic signature generation

Learning in adversarial environments
Taxonomy
Attacks against payload anomaly detection
Attacks against automatic signature generation



IDS taxonomy

Location
network
host/operation system
host/application

Detection methods
signature-based (“misuse detection”)
anomaly-based
behavior based



Network IDS

Network node

NIDS

Network hosts

Exemplary data: network dump
12:17:37.159391 IP first.fhg.de.50977 > google.com.http: P 431:875(444)
0x0000: 0030 85a2 a8ff 0016 cbb5 d720 0800 4500 .0............E.
0x0010: 01e4 8771 4000 4006 8c36 c0a8 11db d155 ...q@.@..6.....U
0x0020: 8193 c721 0050 2e4d 453e 9262 6ab5 5018 ...!.P.ME>.bj.P.
0x0030: ffff 27fc 0000 4745 5420 2f69 672f 696d ..'...GET./ig/im
0x0040: 6167 6573 ages

Advantages
easy to deploy
wide coverage
early detection

Disadvantages
high false alarm rates
high performance
requirements



Host IDS

Network host

HIDS

Exemplary data: system call traces
execve("/bin/cat", ["cat", "/etc/passwd"], [/* 42 vars */]) = 0
open("/etc/passwd", O_RDONLY|O_LARGEFILE) = 3
fstat64(3, {st_mode=S_IFREG|0644, st_size=1214, ...}) = 0
read(3, "root:x:0:0:root:/root:/bin/bash\n"..., 32768) = 1214
close(3) = 0

Advantages
high accuracy
precise context (-)

Disadvantages
difficult to deploy
extra load on a host
late detection



Application IDS

Application

IDS

Database Webserver

Exemplary data: application logs
WAIT #1: nam='SQL*Net message from client' ela= 5 p1=1413697536
UPDATE users set password = encrypt('my_new_password')
PARSE #6:c=0,e=981,p=0,cr=0,cu=0,mis=1,r=0,dep=1,og=0
WAIT #6: nam='db file sequential read' ela= 9604 p1=19 p2=133999
EXEC #1:c=30000,e=116691,p=36,cr=35,cu=10,mis=0,r=1,dep=0

Advantages
high accuracy
precise context

Disadvantages
difficult to deploy (-)
extra load on a host
late detection



Signature-based IDS

Detection of attacks by matching a set of known misuse
patterns (“signatures”) against a stream of events
Signature example:
alert tcp any $EXTERNAL -> $HOME 143
(content: "|90C8 C0FF FFFF|/bin/sh"; msg: "IMAP exploit";)

Advantages
low false alarm rates
precise diagnostics

Disadvantages
insensitivity to attack
variations
difficulty of signature
maintenance



Anomaly-based IDS

Detection of attacks by measuring deviation from statistical
models of normality

traffic characteristics
protocol compliance
packet/connection content
system call sequences

Advantages
detection of unknown
attacks
adjustment to
traffic/process drift

Disadvantages
high false alarm rates
anomalies 6= attacks



Behavior-based IDS

Detection of attacks according to some general behavioral
patterns

Advantages
high accuracy
robustness to attack
variation

Disadvantages
difficulty to define
general features
ad-hoc rules



Generic IDS architecture

Meta-level:
intrusion description languages
alarm correlation tools

Event engines:
signature-based detection
classification
anomaly detection

Audit streams:
network traffic
security audit logs
application logs

Feature extraction

Audit data

Event
classification

Meta-classification

alarms

events

security policies

classifier setup

filter setup



IDS architecture examples: Snort
2. Then it sends them through a chute to determine if they are coins and how they should

roll (the preprocessor).

3. Next, it sorts the coins according to the coin type.This is for storage of quarters, nickels,
dimes, and pennies (on the IDS this is the detection engine).

4. Finally, it is the administrator’s task to decide what to do with the coins—usually you’ll roll
them and store them (logging and database storage).

Figure 4.1 Snort Architecture

The preprocessor, the detection engine, and the alert components of Snort are all plug-ins. Plug-
ins are programs that are written to conform to Snort’s plug-in API.These programs used to be part
of the core Snort code, but they were separated to make modifications to the core source code more
reliable and easier to accomplish.

Packet Sniffer
A packet sniffer is a device (either hardware or software) used to tap into networks. It works in a sim-
ilar fashion to a telephone wiretap, but it’s used for data networks instead of voice networks.A net-
work sniffer allows an application or a hardware device to eavesdrop on data network traffic. In the
case of the Internet, this usually consists of IP traffic, but in local LANs and legacy networks, it can
be other protocol suites, such as IPX and AppleTalk traffic.

Because IP traffic consists of many different higher-level protocols (including TCP, UDP, ICMP,
routing protocols, and IPSec), many sniffers analyze the various network protocols to interpret the
packets into something human-readable.

Packet sniffers have various uses:

■ Network analysis and troubleshooting

■ Performance analysis and benchmarking

■ Eavesdropping for clear-text passwords and other interesting tidbits of data

Encrypting your network traffic can prevent people from being able to sniff your packets into
something readable. Like any network tool, packet sniffers can be used for good and evil.

www.syngress.com
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Packet sniffer interacts directly with a network card using
libpcap.
Preprocessing, detection and alert components are
implemented as plugins.
Various front-ends are available for logging (database,
Prelude meta-IDS, GUI).



IDS architecture examples: MINDMIND overview
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Feature extraction
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Example: behavioral malware features

Operational features: a set of all strings contained between
delimeters “<” and “>”.

<copy_file filetype="File" srcfile="c:\1ae8b19ecea1b65705595b245f2971ee.exe"

dstfile="C:\WINDOWS\system32\urdvxc.exe"

creationdistribution="CREATE_ALWAYS" desiredaccess="FILE_ANY_ACCESS"

flags="SECURITY_ANONYMOUS" fileinformationclass="FileBasicInformation"/>

<set_value key="HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT\CLSID\{3534943...2312F5C0&}"

data="lsslwhxtettntbkr"/>

<create_process commandline="C:\WINDOWS\system32\urdvxc.exe /start"

targetpid="1396" showwindow="SW_HIDE"

apifunction="CreateProcessA" successful="1"/>

<create_mutex name="GhostBOT0.58b" owned="1"/>

<connection transportprotocol="TCP" remoteaddr="XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX"

remoteport="27555" protocol="IRC" connectionestablished="1" socket="1780"/>

<irc_data username="XP-2398" hostname="XP-2398" servername="0"

realname="ADMINISTRATOR" password="r0flc0mz" nick="[P33-DEU-51371]"/>

“Wildcarding”: removal of potentially random attributes.
srcfile="c:\1ae8b19ecea1b65705595b245f2971ee.exe" −→ srcfile="*"



Example: JavaScript syntactic features



Signature matching: a general approach

Detect known misuse patterns (signatures).

Technische Universität Berlin

Intrusion-Detection-Systeme (IDS)

» Herkömmliche signaturbasierte Erkennung

Application payloadHeader

TCP ..%c1%9c.. Nimda worm

... | IP | TCP   GET /scripts/..%c1%9c../system32/cmd.exe

..%c1%9c..

» Ineffektiv gegen unbekannte und polymorphe Angriffe

..%255c..

..%%35c..

..%c1%af..

..%c1%1c..

..%c0%9v..

..%%35%63..

Varianten

Various description languages.
Precise binding of content to context.



Example: Snort signatures

alert tcp $EXTERNAL_NET any -> $SMTP_SERVERS 25 \

(msg:"SMTP exchange mime DOS"; flow:to_server,established; \

content:"charset = |22 22|"; nocase; reference:bugtraq,1869; \

reference:cve,2000-1006; reference:nessus,10558; \

reference:url,www.microsoft.com/technet/security/bulletin/MS00-082.mspx; \

classtype:attempted-dos; sid:658; rev:11;)

Fixed rule header format −→ TCP/IP headers
Variable option format −→ diverse application-layer content
Application-layer specific options
Elements of stateful analysis (TCP state only)



Example: Bro signatures

event http_request(c: connection, method: string,

original_URI: string, unescaped_URI: string,

version: string) {

for ( wt in worm_types )

if ( worm_types[wt] in unescaped_URI )

event worm_instance(c, wt);

}

Specialized programming language for rule development
Extensive application-layer functionality
Native support for meta IDS: policy scripts integrated into
the signature language
Concerter from Snort rules: snort2bro



Under the hood: Aho-Corasick algorithm

Problem
Given a set of patterns P = {P1, . . . , Pz}, find all occurrences of
some pattern from P in text T.

Possible solutions:
Run a standard single pattern matching algorithm (e.g.
KMP) z times: O(z(m + n)).
Build a suffix tree for T and scan each pattern in P against
it: O(m + zn).
Build a keyword tree for P and run the Aho-Corasick
algorithm; O(m + n + k), where k is the number of matches.



Keyword tree

A keyword tree (trie) compactly stores a dictionary of patterns by
sharing their prefixes.
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Failure links and matching

A failure link points to a longest prefix of some keyword which a
suffix of a current path. This avoids backtracking during matching.
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From reactive to proactive security

What lurks behind the attacks?
New attack design patterns
New business models
Next targets

Study by T. Holz, M. Engelberth and F. Freiling at the University of
Mannheim in April - October 2008.
Methodology: recovery of stolen credentials from dropzones.
Malware:

Limbo/Nethell: keylogger, infection via drive-by-download
ZeuS/Zbot: keylogger, infection via spam attachments
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Impersonation attacks using keyloggers

A keylogger is installed on a user
machine by some attack vector.
Keylogger downloads configuration
data from a dropzone.
Keylogger monitors keystrokes
during access to specific websites
and uploads them to a dropzone.
Attacker retrieves credentials from a
dropzone and sells it.

Bank
P1

Attacker
A

Victim
V1

keylogger

authenticate 
using 

account # / 
password 

access 
with

stolen 
credentials

dropzoneVictim
V2

Victim
V3

Webmail
P2

c22
c32

c11

Figure 2: Schematic overview of impersonation attacks which use keyloggers as attack channel and a
dropzone as harvesting channel.

In the second phase, we need to automatically analyze the attacks observed on the attack channel to
extract information about the harvesting channel. We will use this approach later in Sect. 3 to identify
and automatically analyze the harvesting channel and show that the process can be automated to a high
degree with very little human interaction needed.

3 Case Study: Impersonation Attacks Using Keyloggers
In this section, we show that the methodology we introduced in Sect. 2 can be applied to different kinds
of impersonation attacks and is thus very general. In particular, we show how to efficiently analyze
attack schemes that use malware in the form of keyloggers as attack channel and dropzones as harvesting
channel. Fig. 2 provides a schematic overview of this kind of attacks. Each victim Vi has a specific
credential cij to authenticate at provider Pj to use the service. For example, P1 is an online banking
website and V1 uses his account number and a password to log in. The attacker A uses different techniques
to infect each victim Vi with a keylogger. This can for example be with the help of a spam mail that
contains a copy of the keylogger in an attachment, installing the keylogger with the help of a drive-by
download on a malicious website, or other attack vectors. Once the victim Vi is infected, the keylogger
starts to record all relevant keystrokes: A defines in advance which keystrokes should be logged and the
malware only records these. For example, A can specify that only the login process of an online banking
website should be recorded. The malware then observes the values entered in input fields on the banking
website and sends this information to a dropzone. This dropzone is the central collection site for all
harvested information. The attacker can access the dropzone, extract the stolen credentials, and use them
to impersonate at Pj as Vi.
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Analysis methodology

1. Collect malware samples from a honeypot.
2. Execute malware samples in a sandbox, record and analyze

outgoing communication.
3. Contact a dropzone and download log files.
4. Assess market value of stolen credentials.



Kassensturz

Credentials Amount Price range Average value

Bank accounts 10,775 $10 - 1000 $5,387,500
Credit cards 5,682 $0.40 - 20 $56,820
Social network IDs 78,359 $1 - 15 $587,162
Auction accounts 7,105 $1-8 $28,420
Email passwords 149,458 $4-30 $2,540,786

Total 224,485 $8,600,688



Lessons learned

Preventive security instruments are insufficient:
new vulnerabilities / slow patching
user recklessness
commercialization of security threats

Reactive security instruments alleviate the risks:
detection of known and unknown attacks
intelligent response mechanisms

Reactive security enables proactive action:
understand impending threats
understand “business models”, escrow criminal infrastructure



Questions?


